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Option Premium Strategy (OPS): A Sound Framework for Creating Wealth 

In the preface to the Intelligent Investor Warren Buffett writes: ‘To invest successfully over a lifetime does not require 

a stratospheric IQ, unusual business insights, or inside information. What’s needed is a sound intellectual framework 

for making decisions and the ability to keep emotions from corroding that framework.’  

OPS can provide the framework; the investor must supply the emotional discipline. 

The sound intellectual framework—Market asymmetrics as the foundation of capital gains 

The insurance industry is built on people who are prepared to pay for a ‘sleep at night’ policy on aspects of their lives. 

This is the equivalent of buying a put option. The insurance underwriter takes on the risk and pays out if there is a 

claim. In the main, insurance companies are profitable and the model still works despite fluctuations in premium levels 

depending on the number and extent of pay-outs at any time. Like any law of supply and demand, the greater the 

number of pay-outs the higher the premium to make back the loss going forward on the basis that the disaster that 

just occurred to engender the pay-out is a rare event. Lightning does not strike twice etc. 

The betting industry is built on the same sort of premise. People want to risk a small wager to make an outsize reward. 

Buying a lottery ticket, betting on a horse or playing roulette are all examples. This is akin to buying a call option. But 

the people getting rich here are not the “punters”, but the lottery organisers, bookmakers and casinos. Selling call 

options carries the same sort of risk profile as selling a lottery ticket or taking bets. 

OPS sells calls and puts simultaneously. The risks are two fold: a huge market move to the upside stranding the call 

options deep in-the-money or a huge move to the downside stranding the puts. The advantage is that for this position 

only one of these risks can occur at any one time. And for this strategy there are two rewards: the money for selling 

the call and the money for selling the put. 

As long as there are people who want to sleep at night knowing their portfolios are hedged with put options and as 

long as there are punters who want a cheap limited liability for an unlimited reward bet on an upside market move, 

there will always be a risk premium to be harvested: this is known as the volatility risk premium. When markets are 

quiet it shrinks and when markets are volatile it expands. In this way as long as the premium is written consistently the 

higher premium levels available after a disaster will make up for any short term losses from outsized market moves. 

Keeping emotions from corroding the framework—Leverage and discipline  

The great Indian thinker and religious teacher Jiddu Krishnamurti once asked the audience if they’d like to know his 

secret. A hush came over the room and he said quietly, “You see, I don’t mind what happens.” 

It has taken us twenty years of trading OPS to understand this lesson. I can’t remember who said it but one of the 

traders in Market Wizards by Michael Covell was quoted as saying: All I bring to the party is 27 years of mistakes. 

Our many mistakes over the years include gearing up as much as we could and then thinking we could contain most of 

the risk with tactical hedging. But good investing isn’t necessarily about earning the highest returns, because when the 

inevitable mean reversion occurs investors can quickly lose confidence. It’s about earning good returns consistently 

over a long period of time. That’s when compounding ‘runs wild’  and begins to produce its astonishing results. In the 

early days we geared 15x and made 100% returns for a few years. But then we hit a bear market (2001/2) had large 

drawdowns, nearly got wiped out and reduced our leverage and developed various forms of hedging. This worked for a 

while, but in low volatility years hedging costs wiped out the gains. In our attempt to find the ‘holy grail’ of greater 

than market returns with lower than market risk, we had overlooked the obvious. Namely, the rules of compounding: 

simply, keep trading the same sound strategy without a break and let compounding magnify the returns. 
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Ultimately if you know the likely worst case scenario and can live with it you are in the happy position of ‘not minding 

what happens’. 
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In order to do so one must be able to live through drawdowns. Bill Dunn of Dunn Capital Management, who has 

annualised his clients’ trading accounts at 17.59% over 44 years (vs S&P 500 total return of 12.29%) warns new 

customers as follows: The strategy has suffered 12 serious losses exceeding 25% in forty four years of trading. Clients 

should be prepared to endure similar or worse periods in the future. The inability (or unwillingness) to do so will 

probably result in serious loss without the opportunity for subsequent recovery. He even states that his average major 

drawdown amounts to -37%.  

It then becomes a question of how much leverage is bearable. Every client is different. OPS offers leverage from the 

maximum available in the market of 15x down to Unleveraged.  

OPS Unleveraged records a cumulative performance of 302% versus 250% for the UK Leading Index over 21 years 

since inception of OPS in 1997. The largest drawdown was 8.5% in 2002. This is important because it shows that not 

only is the strategy sound – it can beat the index total return even on an unleveraged basis - but its worst drawdown 

8.5% is far less than that of the index, which in 2008 fell 48.5% (see table below). It is also worth noticing the low 

correlation of the OPS strategy versus the index. In other words OPS Unleveraged has shown a superior return, far 

lower than market risk and a near zero correlation. But that said what would it take to wipe out the capital? Because 

one of the accusations levelled at short volatility strategies is how they make money in small size for many years and 

then blow up and go bust in one black swan moment. Well the answer is that the index would have to fall to below 

zero, because the short put position is exactly equivalent to an unleveraged long position on the index. The bonus is 

that the premium taken in for both the short calls and the short puts is retained, even if the index falls to zero.  

Add the maximum leverage offered by the market and see what happens. Over the same period OPS 15x leveraged 

records a cumulative performance of 1.268 million % - an annualised return net of fees of 57%. £100,000 would have 

turned into £1.27bn on this basis. But a big drawdown, such as Sep/Oct 2008, would have created a margin call and 

with the worst consecutive drawdown of 80% this level of gearing is beyond the pockets and probably the sanity of all 

but the most liquid of investors.  

So what level of leverage is bearable? At Oxeye our clients trade between 2.5x up to 15x depending on their risk 

appetite.  The results over twenty-one years of trading are shown in the following table: 
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Business Model - Consistent long-term outperformance à la Buffett 

Inevitably people ask why we do not have more money under management. The answer lies in our attempts to find 

the holy grail of high returns combined with low risk. (read overleveraged, over insured). In order to reduce risk/

volatility we tested all sorts of hedging techniques which resulted in some accounts not only underperforming the 

index, but worse showing greater volatility of returns than our unhedged strategy. As experienced market analysts 

have often said “the money gods do not look highly upon those who seek a reward without paying the price.”¹ 

Those clients who traded OPS should have let the money compound. But emotionally they were unable to because 

leverage creates fear of outsized losses. Here is the chart of one such client showing an annualised return of 31% and 

a cumulative return of 16,513%. This client started on 15x leverage and over the years has reduced to 5x. Because 

the strategy has unlimited liability, exposure is kept to a level with which the client is comfortable. Consequently he 

has withdrawn over £2mn from an initial investment of £100k. However had he reinvested his profits each year his 

initial £100k would now be worth £16.5mn. This is the power of compounding: after 10 years he would have just 

£2mn (already not a bad return, 20x your money!), but keep it going and after the second ten years it has grown to 

£16.5mn. 

So our attempts to create huge returns 

with low volatility have in retrospect not 

been a particularly good business model as 

investors withdrew short-term profits so 

as to take money off the table. But in 

actuality they made the mistake of all 

emotional investors by becoming scared of 

the leverage, not reinvesting their profits 

and not therefore allowing “compounding 

to run wild”.  

The undeniable reality of compounding is 

“never that it’s just big. It’s always – no 

matter how many times you study it – so 

big that you can barely wrap your head 

around it.”¹  

There are over 2,000 books analysing how Buffett made his money. But none are called “This Guy Has Been Investing 

Consistently for Three-Quarters of a Century”.¹  In essence he just watched a long term chart of economic growth 

and bought every sizeable dip. In our case, there is no reason to think that people will no longer want to pay a 

premium to sleep at night or for a lottery ticket in which case the OPS model should continue to pay out. Volatility 

comes and goes, but over the long-term the risk premium will remain constant.    

Contrarianism - Identification of opportunities  

To find value contrarian investing can be a good place to start: Go where the grass is greenest not where the herd is. 

Morgan Housel in his excellent article The Psychology of Money quotes: “Anything worthwhile with money has high 

stakes. High stakes entail risks of being wrong and losing money. Losing money is emotional. And the desire to avoid 

being wrong is best countered by surrounding yourself with people who agree with you. Social proof is powerful. 

Someone else agreeing with you is like evidence of being right that doesn’t have to prove itself with facts. Most 

people’s views have holes and gaps in them, if only subconsciously. Crowds and social proof help fill those gaps, 

reducing doubt that you could be wrong. Here’s the thing: Most attempts at contrarianism are just irrational 

cynicism in disguise – and cynicism can be popular and draw crowds. Real contrarianism is when your views are so  
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uncomfortable and belittled that they cause you to second guess whether they’re right. Very few people 

can do that. But of course that’s the case. Most people can’t be contrarian, by definition. The problem with viewing 

crowds as evidence of accuracy when dealing with money is that opportunity is almost always inversely correlated 

with popularity.” ¹ 

In her article on contrarian thinking Mayte Juarez writes: Throughout history, all contrarian thinkers have encountered 

adversity as a result of running against the grain of group thinking. But with the passage of time, their premises and 

hypotheses have frequently proved well founded and it is thanks to them that human evolution has been able to 

advance so rapidly. In investment, obtaining above average results can only be achieved by doing things differently 

from the herd. Selling when everyone else is buying and buying when everyone is selling. Buying what nobody wants 

and selling what everyone wants. Steering clear of both euphoria and panic, thereby seeing what nobody else sees. To 

do so requires developing one’s own set of coherent opinions, removed from the influences of mainstream thinking. 

Developing one’s own views – the root of genuine contrarian thinking – doesn’t happen overnight. It takes many years 

of sustained effort focusing on three undervalued actions: paying close attention to reality, reading continually and 

discerning reflection.² 

Selling volatility is such a strategy. Detested by most investors for its negative skewness and negative convexity, 

compensation must be high for bearing such ‘unwelcome’ risks. Furthermore, option writers are liquidity providers of 

the last resort. In market collapses liquidity is such a precious resource that providing it demands high compensation.³ 

The asymmetric pay-out profile means there are few natural sellers of options. But many natural buyers. From an 

asset manager’s point of view it is often associated with career risk. As Keynes said: “it is better for reputation to fail 

conventionally than to succeed unconventionally.” 

Low supply and high demand therefore requires significant premium levels to balance between the two sides of the 

equation. 

Like any disaster insurance buying, the volatility buyer thinks as follows: 

1. Better be safe than sorry 

2. Actual cost is small – like buying a lottery ticket 

3. There is an ‘economic’ utility of receiving a big pay-out when facing possible financial ruin 

Only a few can afford to underwrite these risks, but they can expect to be rewarded sufficiently to make it worth 

while. 

Option writing/selling volatility during financial crises such as 2008 provides OPS, over time, with excellent profit-

making opportunities. At first the strategy suffers as fear prevails in the market and the volatility risk premium 

skyrockets. Over time however, old contracts expire and new contracts are sold at higher prices enabling OPS to 

achieve a series of highly profitable months during which gains more than cover the initial drawdown. In 2008 for 

instance, it took six months for OPS to hit new high ground, something the underlying index took approximately 5 

years to achieve. 

Finally, as long as our investors can live with the volatility OPS is a sound framework that can keep on producing 

profits. Choose the level of leverage with which you are comfortable and let compounding do the rest. If the model 

holds after 50 years OPS2.5x with a worst drawdown (in the last 21 years anyway) of 20% will have turned £100,000 

into £25mn at an annualized rate of 12%. 

M Petherick July 2018 
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³Ge, W. Understanding the Sources of the Volatility Risk Premium 


